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Clouds and rainbow from a
recent road trip to New
Mexico (Photo by Carlye

Calvin.)

IPCC contributors share in Nobel Peace Prize

It was no ordinary
morning: on October
11 several dozen staff
learned that a group
they were part of had
won the 2007 Nobel
Peace Prize.

The prize was
awarded to the
Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and
former Vice President
Al Gore.

The IPCC involved
scientists from around
the world. Forty NCAR
staff served as
coordinating lead
authors, lead authors,
reviewers, or
contributors on the
2007 report.   More >

Remembering John Firor and Janet Roberts
In early November, John Firor and Janet Roberts, two of the most
important and influential people from NCAR’s early days, passed away.
More >  

Sunrise test flight successful 
In the wee hours of the morning on October 3, an international team of
researchers in Fort Sumner, New Mexico, was already wide awake and
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full of adrenaline. They had waited several days for the ideal weather
conditions. At about 9:00 a.m., after hours of preparation, they
successfully launched the Sunrise balloon on its landmark test
flight. More >

 

Same library, new home
Although most visitors to the Digital Library for Earth System Education
(DLESE) wouldn’t know it, the virtual collection now has a new home at
NCAR.   More >  

A firsthand look at disappearing sea ice
In August, Steve Roberts (EOL) sailed north from Barrow, Alaska. The
U.S. Coast Guard cutter that carried him, the Healy, is the country’s
newest and most technologically advanced polar icebreaker. More >  

NCAR launches Women in Science committee
A new committee dedicated to issues that affect women at NCAR across
job categories is currently soliciting members. Its founders expect to have
the initiative, called the Standing Committee on Women in Science
(SCWS), up and running by January 1.  More >

 

Fantastic forum
Frozone entertains the crowd at Super Science Saturday on October 27.
 More >

 

Staff win awards for science, multicultural service
In October, Paty Romero-Lankao, deputy director of ISSE, was awarded
the Latina Leader Award in Science from the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus. The award, which recognizes the accomplishments of outstanding
Latinas in their respective professional arenas and their impact on the
Latino community, cites Paty’s notable contributions in the area of science
and her role as a model for young people.  More >
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Human Resources showed its dark side on October 31. Back row, left to
right: Kimberly Duran, Nancy Wade, Cyd Perrone, Jan Wilmesmeier, and
Kelly Box. Front row, left to right: Cheryl Cristanelli, LuAnna Allapowa, and
Laurie Carr.
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November 2007

IPCC contributors share in Nobel Peace Prize

It was no ordinary morning: on October 11 several dozen staff learned that a group
they were part of had won the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize.

“My husband saw the news first and when he came upstairs to tell me, I didn’t quite
believe it,” says Kathy Miller (SERE/ISSE). “When I realized it was true, I felt like our
efforts were finally paying off.”

The prize was awarded to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and
former Vice President Al Gore.

The IPCC involved scientists from around the world. Forty NCAR staff served as
coordinating lead authors, lead authors, reviewers, or contributors on the 2007 report.
An even greater number have contributed to previous IPCC reports since the panel was
formed in 1988.

Contributors to the IPCC line the stage during a celebration at Center Green on
October 18.

In addition, a group of JOSS staff worked exclusively for the IPCC under NOAA’s Susan
Solomon, handling travel arrangements and other logistics, and publishing some of the
panel’s 2007 assessment reports. Many UCAR/NCAR technical and support staff,
including software engineers, data specialists, and administrators, have played
important behind-the-scenes roles, particularly in ESSL/CGD, CISL, and F&A.
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The Nobel committee cited the IPCC’s two decades of scientific reports for having
“created an ever-broader informed consensus about the connection between human
activities and global warming.” The panel’s fourth assessment reports, published this
year, present a clear picture of a planet undergoing a rapid climate transition with
significant societal and environmental impacts.

At an all-staff party held on October 18 to celebrate the prize, NCAR director Tim
Killeen congratulated all contributors and invited them onto the Center Green
auditorium stage. “This is a once-in-a-lifetime moment for us,” he said.

Tim went on to describe the decades of patience, dedication, and diligent work that
went into making “an analysis of the human relationship with the planet in such a way
that is going to affect all future generations.”

UCAR president Rick Anthes also praised the group. “It’s truly an amazing achievement
that thousands of scientists and officials from over 100 countries have been able to
collaborate and create a consensus about the connection between human activities and
global warming,” he said.

“You went way, way beyond your job descriptions, and way beyond the call of duty,” he
continued. “You truly have made a difference.”

IPCC contributors from other Boulder-area research organizations were invited to attend
the celebration, which included a spread of appetizers provided by Event Services.

For the 2007 report, Kevin Trenberth (CGD), Jerry Meehl (CGD), and Guy Brasseur
(ESSL) served as coordinating lead authors for the section of the assessment that
details the science of climate change. Five other scientists served as lead authors of
that report: Bill Collins (CGD), Beth Holland (ACD), Reto Knutti (CGD), Linda Mearns
(ISSE), and Bette Otto-Bliesner (CGD).

Linda, Kathy, and Paty Romero-Lankao (ISSE) served as lead authors for the section
that focuses on the potential impacts of climate change and how society can adapt.

The prize resulted in a busy few days for some of the scientists, who fielded calls from
the media.

“I expect this will provide greater visibility to the issue of climate change and to the
importance of educating the general public and decision makers about this critical
problem,” Kevin says.

“I am hopeful that this kind of recognition will help to overcome inertia so we can
achieve progress on the policy front,” Kathy adds.

On the Web

List of current and former staff who, while at NCAR or UCAR, have served as authors or
reviewers for any of the four IPCC assessments conducted since 1990

More about NCAR’s connection to the Nobel Peace Prize
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John Firor.
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Remembering John Firor and Janet Roberts

Memorials planned at NCAR

In early November, John Firor and
Janet Roberts, two of the most
important and influential people
from NCAR’s early days, passed
away.

John, 80, died on November 5 in
Pullman, Washington. He was one of
the first NCAR scientists hired,
arriving in 1961. He succeeded
Walter Orr Roberts as HAO director
and became the second director of
NCAR in 1968. From 1974 to 1980,
he served as executive director of
NCAR, after which he managed ASP
until his retirement in 1996.

A native of Athens, Georgia, John
earned his Ph.D. in physics at the
University of Chicago and studied
terrestrial magnetism at the
Carnegie Institution. He authored
numerous scientific papers on
cosmic rays, radio sources in the
universe, the Sun’s atmosphere, and
solar flares. He also participated in
expeditions to observe solar eclipses
in New Guinea, Brazil, and Kenya.

Later in his career, John took a keen
interest in the intersection of science
and society and became an early
and eloquent spokesman on the dangers of climate change, testifying before
Congressional committees and addressing a broad variety of audiences. His book Our
Changing Atmosphere received the Louis Battan Award from the American
Meteorological Society. He and his wife, Judith Jacobsen, co-wrote The Crowded
Greenhouse, about the links between pclimate change and population growth.

During his many years in NCAR management, John mentored countless numbers of
young scientists. He was known for his keen perspective and pgentle sense of humor.
When he retired from NCAR, he said, “I have been a continuous member of the
directors’ committee for over 34 years. This is a record that probably should never be
broken.”
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Janet and Walt Roberts.

John was married for 29 years to Merle Jenkins Firor, who died in 1979, and for 11
years to Judith Jacobsen, who died in 2004. He is survived by four children, a brother
and sister, and three grandchildren. A memorial will be held at the Mesa Lab on
December 16 at 3:30 p.m.

More about John’s years at NCAR.

Janet S. Roberts, 89, died on
November 1 in Louisville. A native
of Lakewood, New Jersey, she
married Walt Roberts in 1940.
Their honeymoon was spent driving
west with the coronagraph that
would be installed at the new
Fremont Pass Station in Climax,
Colorado, as part of Walt’s work to
launch the solar observing program
that became HAO.

In her autobiography, Glory Hole,
Janet describes the car during their
road trip. “We had loaded the
Graham-Paige [the car] to the
bursting point. Boxes filled the
back seat and the trunk: the long,
slender tube of the coronagraph
itself protruded through the front
window on the passenger side,
grazing my right ear...the old Graham-Paige was heavily loaded with telescope parts,
spectrograph gratings, miscellaneous scientific equipment and all our worldly goods.”

In the 1950s, Janet and Walt moved with HAO to Boulder. Many of NCAR’s early staff
came to know Janet through regular Sunday gatherings at the couple’s house featuring
classical music.

Janet was a leader in her own right who became a Boulder political icon. She served on
the Boulder City Council and the city planning board and helped found PLAN–Boulder
County, the group that laid critical groundwork for the network of protected open space
surrounding Boulder. She was instrumental in crafting the 1961 referendum through
which voters approved the construction of the Mesa Lab, with the rest of the mesa
preserved in its natural state.

Janet is recognized as a political pioneer for women, running for the state legislature
twice and serving as an active member of the League of Women Voters for more than
50 years. She gained a reputation as a role model, tactful leader, and dedicated
environmentalist.

Walt passed away in 1990. In her later years, Janet remained in close contact with
many friends and colleagues, until a few weeks before her death. She is survived by
three of four children, as well as three grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren. A
memorial will be held at the Mesa Lab on December 15 at 3:30 p.m.•

In this issue...

IPCC contributors share in Nobel Peace Prize
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Slender hoses partially fill the balloon with helium before the launch.
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Sunrise test flight successful

Balloon reaches 120,000 feet, captures images of Sun, lands safely in Texas

In the wee hours of the
morning on October 3,
an international team of
researchers in Fort
Sumner, New Mexico,
was already wide awake
and full of adrenaline.
They had waited several
days for the ideal
weather conditions. At
about 9:00 a.m., after
hours of preparation,
they successfully
launched the Sunrise
balloon on its landmark
test flight.

“I still get nervous
thinking about the launch
and test flight,” says
ESSL/HAO scientist Alice
Lecinski. “Watching the
balloon inflate against
the morning light, the
gossamer-thin plastic
growing, swelling, ready
to blast to the
stratosphere—it was so
scary. All those years of
work and testing by so
many hardworking
people.”

The gigantic balloon, big
enough to fit a Boeing
747 jet inside, rose to
120,000 feet. From this
altitude, the solar
telescope cradled in a gondola dangling from the bottom of the balloon was able to
capture images of the Sun’s surface, with other data gathered from various instruments
in the gondola. The balloon flew for 10 hours, at which point the gondola separated
from the balloon and descended by parachute, landing safely in northern Texas.
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Secure within its gondola, the telescope hangs suspended from a crane-like
launch vehicle at dawn.

“We were able to verify the workings of the entire system end to end,” says Dave
Elmore (HAO), who oversaw the test flight. “We can now move on to planning the first
full-scale mission with confidence.”

The test flight took place at the Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility.
In addition to scientists and engineers from HAO and EOL, the team includes
collaborators from research institutions in Germany, Sweden, and Spain, as well as
NASA, the University of Chicago, and Lockheed Martin Corporation.

Researchers have been working on the Sunrise project for six years. Their goal is to
investigate the structure and dynamics of the Sun’s magnetic fields. The fields fuel
solar activity, including plasma storms that buffet Earth’s outer atmosphere and affect
sensitive telecommunications and power systems. The fields also cause variations in
solar radiation, which may be significant factors in long-term changes in Earth’s climate.

From an altitude of
120,000 feet, the
telescope can capture
images of the Sun’s
surface in a higher
resolution than can be
obtained from Earth’s
surface, including features
on the solar surface as
small as 30 kilometers
across (about 19 miles).
These images will enable
scientists to examine
structures on the Sun that
are believed to be key to
understanding the
mechanisms driving solar
activity. And by flying at
high latitudes during the
summer, the telescope
will allow scientists to
witness changes in
magnetic fields without
the interruption of night.

Because the test flight
was intended mainly to
show the feasibility of the
balloon platform and
navigation system, the
gondola carried a less
powerful solar telescope.
The next stop is Kiruna,
Sweden, where
researchers will launch the
actual Sunrise telescope
for a multiday flight over
the Arctic in the summer
of 2009. By taking
advantage of the midnight
Sun, the telescope will be
able to capture continuous
images for a period of

several days to as long as two weeks, possibly orbiting the Arctic.

One advantage of balloon-borne scientific missions is that they cost less than sending
instruments into space. They also provide a way for scientists to test an instrument
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before making a commitment to launch it on a rocket.

“This is a very economical way of rising above the atmosphere and capturing images
that cannot be captured from Earth,” says HAO director Michael Knölker.

Sunrise has presented EOL’s engineers with a number of unusual challenges. The
balloon is designed to carry 6,000 pounds of scientific equipment that must be able to
withstand dramatic changes in temperature as it rises through the atmosphere. The
steel and aluminum gondola cannot vibrate in ways that could interfere with the
operation of the telescope.

Most challenging, however, is the fact that the telescope must remain focused on a
specific and relatively tiny area of the Sun, even while twisting on a soaring balloon for
a week or longer during the full-scale research missions. To accomplish this, engineers
designed a torque motor drive to keep the gondola and telescope in the correct
orientation and a precision guiding and compensation system to constantly correct the
telescope’s aim.

The gondola, which descends via parachute, is designed to withstand considerable force
when it lands, with roll cages and crush pads protecting the payload so that the
instruments can be launched on repeated missions.

To ensure that the gondola lands in a safe place away from homes, roads, and other
targets, meteorologists use software to predict its landing with near-perfect accuracy.
They are able to tell researchers exactly when to separate the gondola from the balloon
so that the gondola lands in a safe, remote spot.

During the test flight, the gondola landed on a family farm outside Dalhart, Texas. It
was quite a surprise for the Nefstead family, who found it in their wheat fields. When
the Sunrise crew arrived early the next morning to recover the payload, two TV stations
from Amarillo were already on the scene. As it happens, Scott Nefstead is a math
teacher at the local high school and involved in the school’s science club.

Michael later tracked the family down via the high school and invited them on an
expenses-paid trip to NCAR. “The family was very supportive and friendly, so I thought
we should give something back to them,” he says.

The family has plans to come to Boulder in December. They’ll take a grand tour of
NCAR and get an especially close look at HAO, meeting the scientists and engineers
who designed the gondola that crashed onto their land. Michael is also working with EO
to prepare outreach materials for Scott to use in his classroom.•
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More details about the test flight

Images and video of the launch
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Same library, new home

Although most visitors to the Digital Library for Earth System Education (DLESE)
wouldn’t know it, the virtual collection now has a new home at NCAR.

The DLESE Program Center, a UOP program since 2000, became Digital Learning
Sciences (DLS) in October, when the original NSF grant for DLESE expired. It also
modified its mission.

Users can still access the DLESE collection just as before, however. CISL is housing the
virtual library’s cyberinfrastructure, while the NCAR Library manages its collection
development and curation.

As the DLESE Program Center’s funding came to a close, an advisory board of former
DLESE steering committee members and experts in geoscience education, information
technology, and library sustainability considered a variety of hosts for DLESE. Because
NCAR can provide cyberinfrastructure and information management expertise and its
educational mission is well aligned with DLESE’s, the advisory board recommended that
the organization host the library.

“We recognized that keeping everything at a single institution made sense,” explains
Karon Kelly, DLS director at UCAR. Tamara Sumner, associate professor at CU, is
executive director of DLS.

Not only is DLESE now preserved for the future, but Karon emphasizes that it also
serves as a sustainability model for other digital libraries. “We think that our experience
could be valuable to other programs with short-term funding that have widespread
community interest and use, similar to DLESE,” she says.

The new UOP program, DLS, is a collaboration between UCAR and the Institute of
Cognitive Science at CU-Boulder. Its mission is to develop systems and services that
enable science and educational organizations—school districts, universities, libraries,
and publishers—to organize, manage, and enrich online resources to improve learning
outcomes. It is also responsible for maintaining DLESE’s underlying software.

The program, which includes a dozen UCAR staff, has a number of projects on tap.
These include helping Denver Public Schools develop a curriculum customization tool
that helps teachers better meet the needs of diverse learners while also fulfilling the
district’s learning goals. Another project is a collaboration with a consortium of libraries
in Colorado and Wyoming to develop and share institutional repositories.
“I’m really looking forward to developing programs around our new mission and
formalizing our relationship with CU,” Karon says.

While Karon is responsible for the overall management of DLS and its strategic and
operational planning, Tamara is taking the lead on strategy development and DLS’s
research program. With a joint appointment between CU’s Institute of Cognitive Science
and the computer science department, she has experience with interactive learning
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environments, digital libraries, and other information systems.•
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The U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Healy sails through patches of sea ice on its cruise north from
Barrow. (Photo by Steve Roberts.)
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A firsthand look at disappearing sea ice

In August,
Steve
Roberts
(EOL)
sailed
north
from
Barrow,
Alaska.
The U.S.
Coast
Guard
cutter
that
carried
him, the
Healy, is
the
country’s
newest
and most

technologically advanced polar icebreaker. Measuring 420 feet, it served as a floating
home for 26 researchers, about 90 crew members, and an array of scientific
instruments, all bound for 80ºN.

The only thing missing on the cruise was ice. During normal summers, ships can expect
to encounter sea ice about 30 miles north of Barrow. The Healy sailed 280 miles, to
75ºN, before it reached ice. “And this was early in the melt season, so there was still a
lot more melting to occur,” Steve notes.

Later in the cruise, the ship made it to 82ºN, farther than planned, before it had to
return to Barrow to stay on schedule. “When we started heading south from our
northernmost excursion we were able to come out of the ice edge at 81.5ºN, which is
truly astounding,” Steve says.

“This year was quite a dramatic change,” he continues. “Everyone on the ship was
talking about the ice. It was depressing.”
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A polar bear watches the Healy sail past. (Photo by Steve
Roberts.)

Steve, a software engineer, has been
participating on Arctic cruises since
2002. He’s a member of a small
group of civilian technicians,
managed by the Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory, who provide
technical support for all Healy
missions. EOL enables his
participation through NSF’s Office of
Polar Programs.

This particular cruise was in support
of the NOAA-funded Law of the Sea
mapping program, related to the Law
of the Sea Treaty, an international
agreement that defines the rights
and responsibilities of nations using
the world’s oceans.

Steve set sail on the Healy in
Seattle, stopping in Barrow before
heading north to within 500 miles of
the North Pole, and then returning to
Seattle via Juneau and the Inside
Passage. The entire trip lasted two
months.

In addition to not encountering sea
ice until much farther north than
usual, the researchers also observed
distinctly less pack ice (ice that never
completely thaws in the summer)
than would normally be expected.

Although their primary mission was not to study sea ice, they noticed that what little
multiyear ice they encountered was probably less than four years old, whereas in the
1970s much of the Arctic was likely covered by 10- to-30-year-old ice.

Satellites provide a daily view of sea ice extent across the Arctic Ocean, but they
generally can’t diagnose its thickness, which indicates its age. Icebreakers and
submarines can gather this data, but their limited tracks leave much of the Arctic
unsampled.

In September, scientists at the National Snow and Ice Data Center reported that the
Arctic sea ice minimum for 2007 shattered all previous lows since satellite records
began about 30 years ago. On September 16, the sea ice extent measured 1.59 million
square miles (4.13 million square kilometers). This was about 1 million square miles
less than the average mimimum from 1979 to 2000, equivalent to an area about the
size of Alaska and Texas combined.

Steve plans to return to the Arctic on the Healy next summer. “But I’m wondering if
I’m going to be out of a job soon,” he says. “Who’s going to need an icebreaker?”
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Beth Holland.
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NCAR launches Women in Science committee

A new committee dedicated to
issues that affect women at NCAR
across job categories is currently
soliciting members. Its founders
expect to have the initiative,
called the Standing Committee on
Women in Science (SCWS), up
and running by January 1.

A group of female senior scientists
came up with the idea of forming
the committee about a year and a
half ago. Many of them had been
active in issues of women in
science for years, both at
UCAR/NCAR and within the
broader science community. After
a series of preliminary meetings,
they submitted a proposal to
NCAR director Tim Killeen.

“Women scientists at NCAR have
a long history of working
together,” says senior scientist
Beth Holland (ESSL/ACD), who
will serve as the committee’s first
chair. “The first women senior
scientists were strong advocates
of women’s issues since they
came on board, and as more of
us have accumulated, we’ve had
an ebb and flow of activities over
the years to make the
organization’s science and culture
more woman-friendly.”

Beth emphasizes that the phrase “women in science” has a broad meaning for the new
committee, encompassing female scientific and non-scientific staff and visitors who
contribute to or support science at UCAR/NCAR/UOP. This includes technical and
administrative staff.

“The realization of human potential translates into realization of the institution’s
scientific potential,” Beth says.

The committee, which is intended as an inclusive, collaborative effort, is open to both
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genders. Its mission is to identify, clarify, advise, and make recommendations to the
organization regarding attitudes and issues that affect female staff and the overall
health and effectiveness of the organization. It will help maintain and encourage a
culture of respect for individual differences and a climate that promotes inclusion and
equal opportunities for everyone.

Once its members have been chosen, SCWS’s first task will be to review the
organization’s mission statement and then craft its own mission statement. Examples of
some activities that fall under its purview include • reviewing policies and procedures
that affect job applicants to ensure that UCAR/NCAR draws and promotes talent and
ideas from all segments of the population;

promoting equal opportunity for all job applicants and staff;

considering the dual challenges that may impact female staff who are also
members of a racial minority;

assessing the role of women in the organization’s decision-making structure; and

encouraging respect for individual differences and bringing issues of particular
concern to women to the attention of the NCAR Directorate and the organization
as a whole.

Any staff interested in joining SCWS should send an e-mail message to Beth Holland
(eholland@ucar.edu) and Carol Park (park@ucar.edu) by December 10. Applicants
should state why they want to be involved and share any personal anecdotes that
inspire them to want leadership roles in the committee’s formation. The letters and
information will remain confidential.
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Fantastic forum

Who would have guessed that Tim Barnes (EO) moonlights as Frozone, a superhero from The
Incredibles who can manipulate water molecules in the air to instantly freeze them? Here,
Frozone entertains the crowd at Super Science Saturday on October 27.
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Staff win awards for science, multicultural service

In October, Paty Romero-Lankao, deputy director of ISSE, was awarded the Latina
Leader Award in Science from the Congressional Hispanic Caucus. The award, which
recognizes the accomplishments of outstanding Latinas in their respective professional
arenas and their impact on the Latino community, cites Paty’s notable contributions in
the area of science and her role as a model for young people.

Also in October, Dorothy Bustamante and Raj Pandya were honored at the Boulder
County Community Action Program’s 19th Annual Multicultural Awards Banquet. The
awards recognize people who make significant contributions to the community and help
further the program’s mission of reaching out to youth and low-income residents.

Dorothy, an administrator in CISL, won an award in the government category for her
work with the Boulder County Latina Women’s League, where she sits on the board of
directors and mentors Latina students. She is also a board member of the YWCA,
whose mission is to eliminate racism and empower women, and a member of Boulder
Community United, an organization which works to stop hate crimes, discrimination,
and racism in Boulder County.

Raj, director of SOARS, won an award in the science category for his work encouraging
students from minority populations to participate in the atmospheric and related
sciences, as well as for leading UCAR/NCAR’s Africa Initiative. Raj is also on the board
of the I Have a Dream Foundation of Boulder County, whose mission is to help
disadvantaged students succeed academically and attend college.
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